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The Thea Sisters are fi ve fun, lively students at 
Mouseford Academy on Whale Island, who want to be 
real, live journalists. Between classes and friendships, 

love and small fi ts of jealousy, they fi nd life at the 
Academy to be a never-ending adventure!

Mouseford Academy is planning a spring fi eld trip to the waterfall in 
the forest, but angry bears are chasing people! Something strange is 
going on—could Vissia de Vissen be up to her nefarious tricks again? 
If Colette, Nicky, Pamela, Paulina, and Violet don’t fi gure out what’s 

happening, the whole forest could be turned upside down. 
But not even Vissia de Vissen can steal a waterfall—can she?

Dedicated to publishing great 
graphic novels for all ages.
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On                     something amazing 
happens between the end of summer 

and the beginning of fall!

Whale Island,

The dam at the top of the mountain is 
opened so that water can flow over 
the falls and bring the river that 

runs through the forest back to life.

When that happens, the students from 
Mouseford Academy take a field trip 

through the forest, ending with a picnic in a 
meadow, where they watch the dam open! 

The field trip’s just a day away, and all the students 
are doing their best to get everything ready!

Yum… 
sandwiches! 
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I’ve made lots of 
different kinds, shen! 

When we get to the meadow,
we’ll be starving!

I can’t wait, Elly! 
it’ll be fun to eat 

together after the field 
trip through the forest! 

Yeah…too bad 
it’s just a 

game for some 
people. 

Don’t tell me 
you’re scared 
of tomorrow’s 

race, Vic!
Actually, you 
may stand a 
tiny chance, 

Craig… 

Ah! Because 
you know i’m more 

athletic than 
you?

Get ready to watch 
the waterfalls 

from behind, 
tenderfoot! 

He’s so full 
of himself… Did you see 

that? Vic’s so 
charming!

I don’t get all this 
interest in a boring 

field trip! Luckily, as a 
De vissen, I’ll be flown 

to the meadow in 
Mom’s helicopter.

Yeah…look at those 
stuck-up fools 
bustling around 

instead! 

That’s
so cool,
vanilla!

wow!
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I’m ready,
thea sisters!

Colette,
what’re you
bringing?

Ha! Ha!
Colette, you’re
one of a kind!

That’s the
secret of my

success!

but, nicky…
do you see
that, too?

What
do you think,

girls?

“...Tomorrow a magnificent
adventure awaits us!”

Any self-respecting
rodent should always

be careful about
her look!
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Grooowl!

“I went into
the forest this
morning to make
sure everything

would be okay for
the field trip
tomorrow.”

“it’s Professor
van Kraken!”

Professor,
what happened? Are

you okay?
Tell us what
happened! 

“When
suddenly...”

{Puff...}
{pant…}

I saw
something really

 awful, kids!

Grooowl!Grooowl!
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“That bear’s hurt.
I’d better be careful…”

“I was about to go
back and get help

when…”

Yeah, and usually
they don’t venture

into the lowest part
of the woods…

HELP!

How weird…!
bears aren’t usually

aggressive…

Grooowl!Grooowl!Grooowl!
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